Schizophrenia is associated with subtle abnormalities in day-to-day social behaviors, including a tendency in some patients to "keep their distance" from others in physical space. The neural basis of this abnormality, and related changes in social functioning, is unknown. Here we examined, in schizophrenic patients and healthy control subjects, the functioning of a parietal-frontal network involved in monitoring the space immediately surrounding the body ("personal space"). Using fMRI, we found that one region of this network, the dorsal intraparietal sulcus (DIPS), was hyper-responsive in schizophrenic patients to face stimuli appearing to move towards the subjects, intruding into personal space. This hyper-responsivity was predicted both by the size of personal space (which was abnormally elevated in the schizophrenia group) and the severity of negative symptoms. In contrast, in a second study, the activity of two lower-level visual areas that send information to DIPS (the fusiform face area and middle temporal area) was normal in schizophrenia. Together, these findings suggest that changes in parietal-frontal networks that support the sensory-guided initiation of behavior, including actions occurring in the space surrounding the body, contribute to social dysfunction and negative symptoms in schizophrenia.
Introduction
It has been found in a number of studies that abnormalities in social perception are predictive of levels of everyday functioning in schizophrenia (Couture et al., 2006; Green et al., 2012; Hooker and Park, 2002; Mancuso et al., 2011; Rassovsky et al., 2011) . Other work indicates that impairments in social functioning may precede and predict the development of schizophrenia in those at risk (Alderman et al., 2014; Cannon et al., 2008; Kwapil, 1998) . Thus, abnormalities in processing social information may represent a candidate target for early intervention efforts. However, the neurobiological mechanisms underlying these impairments are poorly understood.
Previously, social perception and cognition have been typically measured in schizophrenia using affect recognition, mentalization or social inferencing paradigms (Green and Leitman, 2008; Pinkham, 2014) . These processes are at least partly dependent on semantic or realworld knowledge (e.g., of emotion labels or common social situations), which can be impaired in individuals with schizophrenia as a consequence of their illness. Given this, experimental paradigms that measure low-level, non-verbal processes involved in social behavior are needed (Green et al., 2013) .
One such non-verbal process is social spacing, i.e. "personal space". Personal space is the "comfort zone," or preferred distance, that one individual maintains from another nearby person (Hayduk, 1983) . Like eye gaze and facial expressions, personal space plays an important role in social communication. For example, greater physical proximity during social interactions promotes cooperation and affiliation (Collett, 1971; Kahn and McGaughey, 1977) , whereas greater distances between people guard against physical threats and can convey mistrust (Dosey and Meisels, 1969; Graziano and Cooke, 2006; Lourenco et al., 2011) . Although personal space is influenced by a number of variables, including familiarity, social status and cultural factors (Hayduk, 1983) , there is also evidence for an "optimal distance" for individuals that stabilizes during adolescence (Bar-Haim et al., 2002; Hayduk, 1983 ).
Findings of enlarged or inflexible personal space have been consistently reported in schizophrenia (Deus and Jokic-Begic, 2006; Duke and Mullens, 1973; Horowitz et al., 1964; Nechamkin et al., 2003; Park et al., 2009; Srivastava and Mandal, 1990) . In some studies, personal space abnormalities have been linked specifically to negative symptoms, which can include impairments in social behavior, such as social withdrawal (Nechamkin et al., 2003; Park et al., 2009 ). However, the cognitive or neural basis of these behavioral abnormalities is not known. One possibility, which we sought to investigate in the current study, is that the functioning of the parietal and frontal regions involved in monitoring and generating actions within the space near the body ("near space") in primates (Brozzoli et al., 2011; Colby et al., 1993; Fogassi et al., 1996; Graziano et al., 1997; Sereno and Huang, 2006 ) is altered in patients with schizophrenia.
Although the neural mechanisms responsible for social spacingrelated behaviors are incompletely understood, we recently found evidence that the near space-monitoring network in humans is 1) particularly sensitive to social information and 2) appears to influence personal space. In an fMRI study of 21 healthy subjects, we showed that two primary nodes of the near space-monitoring network, the dorsal intraparietal sulcus (DIPS) and the ventral premotor area (PMv), were preferentially responsive to images of human faces (i.e., social stimuli) that appeared to approach or "loom" towards (versus withdraw from) subjects (Holt et al., 2014) . This approachbiased activity did not occur in response to non-social stimuli. This network also showed stronger resting-state functional coupling in individuals who preferred physical proximity to others, compared to those who preferred greater social distance, suggesting that it may play a role in determining personal space characteristics and perhaps related social behaviors.
Therefore, based on this prior work, in the current investigation we sought to test whether the function of this parietal-frontal network is (1) altered and (2) predictive of abnormalities in personal space in schizophrenia. Also, since abnormalities in schizophrenia in lowerlevel visual areas (Javitt, 2009) , such as those dedicated to face perception or motion processing, could theoretically influence the function of this near space-monitoring sensory-motor pathway, in another cohort of schizophrenic patients and demographically-matched healthy subjects, we conducted additional control experiments measuring the function of lower-level visual areas in schizophrenia.
Materials and methods

Study 1: participants
For all subjects, the exclusion criteria included severe medical illness, significant head trauma, neurologic illness, substance abuse during the past 6 months and contraindications for MRI scanning (e.g., implanted metal objects, claustrophobia).
Healthy subjects were recruited via advertisement and screened for psychiatric illness using the Structured Clinical Interviewfor DSM-IV (SCID) (First et al., 1995) ; subjects with past or present psychiatric diagnoses were excluded from this group. Patients who met the DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia according to the SCID were recruited and characterized by the Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) Schizophrenia Program. The schizophrenia (n = 15) and control (n = 14, a subgroup of the Holt et al., 2014 cohort) groups were matched with respect to age, mean parental education and socioeconomic status, (see Table 1A ). One additional healthy control was included in the functional connectivity analysis; the schizophrenia and control groups remained matched for demographic characteristics with this additional subject. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to enrollment in accordance with the guidelines of the Partners HealthCare Institutional Review Board. Levels of positive and negative symptoms were evaluated in each schizophrenic patient by one trained rater (DJH) using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS) (Kay et al., 1987) on the day of scanning.
Study 1: MRI data acquisition
All MRI data were collected on a 3 T Siemens Tim Trio scanner(Iselin, NJ). Two anatomical 3D MPRAGE scans were collected for each participant (TR = 2530 ms, TE = 3.39 ms, flip angle = 7°; 256 coronal slices, spatial resolution 3 mm isotropic voxels). 10 functional runs were collected (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 90°; 33 axial slices; 3 mm isotropic voxels). In addition, one 6-min-20-s resting BOLD scan (TR = 5000 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 90°; 55 axial slices, 76 images per slice, 2 mm isotropic voxels) was acquired, during which subjects were instructed to keep their eyes open and blink normally.
Study 1: stimuli
During each functional run, subjects viewed stimuli that appeared to either approach or withdraw from the subject (i.e., expand or contract in size) (Holt et al., 2014) , Stimuli were images of human faces (3 males and 3 females, with neutral facial expressions) or cars. Each of the four conditions of interest (i.e., Face Approach, Face Withdrawal, Car Approach, Car Withdrawal) was presented in a block of 16 s duration ( Fig. 1A) . Two 16-s fixation blocks were presented at the beginning and end of each run. In each run, subjects viewed two blocks of each of the four conditions, randomly presented. The minimum stimulus size was 120 × 120 pixels and the maximum stimulus size was 43,239 × 43,239 pixels. The stimuli changed in size, appearing to approach or withdraw from the subject, at a rate equivalent to a speed of 112 cm/sa typical speed for walking. The face stimuli were created with FaceGen (http://www.facegen.com), a program used to create realistic human faces. The car stimuli were constructed from photographs of cars. Demographic and clinical information about the subjects of Study 1 (A) and Study 2 (B) are listed. In Study 2, the cohort was older and the patients were more likely to be treated with antipsychotic medication, compared to Study 1. Also, p-values of independent Student3s t-tests comparing the two groups on key demographic variables (age, premorbid IQ or parental education) are included. a Measured using the North American Adult Reading Test. PANSS, Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale.
Study 1: attentional task
To distribute attention evenly across the Approach and Withdrawal conditions, subjects performed a "dummy attention task", by pressing a button whenever a dot appeared on screen, while maintaining fixation. Five dots appeared per 16-s block, beginning at a random time between 980-1980 ms following trial onset. The duration of the dot stimulus varied from 500-1500 ms, and dot size varied with eccentricity. The percentage of responses for each subject was calculated for each condition.
Study 1: task-based fMRI analysis
Functional data were sampled onto the cortical surface and projected onto an average spherical representation using the FreeSurfer analysis stream (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). The two contrasts of interest (Approaching Faces vs. Withdrawing Faces, and Approaching Cars vs. Withdrawing Cars) were examined using a t-statistic at each vertex on the spherical surface using random effects. Only four runs of the data were included for each subject, in order to permit the exclusion of runs confounded by poor performance on the attentional task or head motion, while maintaining approximately the same number of runs per subject (and per group) in the analyses. Thus, the first four runs that met the behavioral and motion inclusion criteria (see below) for each subject were included in the analyses. One subject (a schizophrenic patient) had only three runs that met these criteria. Of note, this procedure did not result in between-group differences in the runs included. Runs 1-4, or runs 1-3 plus one other run, were used for the 14 controls and for 12 of the 15 schizophrenic patients; run 1 plus later runs (runs 5+) were used in 3 patients.
The whole-brain-corrected level of significance of clusters of activated vertices was determined using a Monte Carlo simulation with 10,000 iterations, with a voxel and cluster threshold of p = .05 (the primary analysis). Clusters found within the two anatomically defined regions of interest, the dorsal intraparietal sulcus (DIPS) and the ventral premotor area (PMv), were also reported, for completeness, if they met a more liberal level of significance (p = .01 uncorrected, cluster size of 10 mm 2 ).
As previously described (Holt et al., 2014) , the boundaries of the DIPS and PMv regions-of-interest (ROIs) were independently defined in each subject using the cortical parcellation automatically generated by FreeSurfer (Fig. 1B) . The boundaries of the superior parietal gyrus were used to delineate DIPS, corresponding to the portion of the dorsal parietal lobe surrounding the intraparietal sulcus (Orban et al., 2003) . The ventral boundary of DIPS was composed of the dorsal border of the superior occipital gyrus and the superior and transversalis occipital sulci. PMv was defined as the ventral portion of the precentral gyrus. The dorsal border of PMv was defined as the ventral border of the superior precentral sulcus.
Study 1: resting-state fMRI analysis
A seed-based functional connectivity analysis was conducted using the resting-state BOLD scans. Standard preprocessing techniques for resting-state functional connectivity analyses (Buckner et al., 2009) were used to selectively capture variance in the BOLD signal corresponding to low-frequency (b .08 Hz) fluctuations in neural activity during the resting-state. Nuisance regressors, including the six parameters computed from the rigid-body motion correction, the averaged signal within a ventricular region-of-interest, a region within the deep white matter, and the signal averaged over the whole brain, were used to remove systematic variance associated with these variables. The first temporal derivative of each regressor was also included to account for temporal shifts in the BOLD signal.
To create whole-brain correlation images, the averaged time series across all voxels within the seed (see below) was used as the variable of interest in a linear regression with the time series corresponding to each voxel across the brain. The statistical analyses of these correlational data were performed on Fisher z transforms (Zar, 1996) . Group-level functional connectivity maps (one and two sample t-tests, random effects) were constructed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/ spm) and clusters which met a threshold of p b .05, cluster-level Family Wise Error (FWE)-corrected level of significance across the whole brain, were considered significantly correlated with the seed.
Study 1: measurements of personal space size and social activity levels
Personal space size was measured using the "Stop-Distance" procedure (Kaitz et al., 2004) , a validated method for measuring personal space size with high reliability (kappa~.8) (Hayduk, 1983) . The procedure is conducted as follows: An experimenter and a participant stand 3 m apart. The experimenter slowly walks towards the participant, maintaining a neutral facial expression and eye contact. Prior to the procedure, the participant had been instructed to say "stop" when he/she feels "slightly uncomfortable", i.e., when his/her personal space ("the typical distance you stand from someone you3ve never met before") has been entered. The experimenter notes this distance as the participant3s personal space size (Distance 1, D1). Prior to the procedure the participant was also told that the experimenter would then continue to walk towards him or her, and the participant should say "stop" again when he/she feels "very uncomfortable" (Distance 2, D2). The ratio of D1 and D2 (100 − ((D2 * 100) / D1)) indicates the participant3s ability to tolerate personal space intrusion (the "permeability" of personal space). The entire procedure is then repeated with a second experimenter of the opposite gender. The order of the two experimenters (male or female first) is counterbalanced across participants.
In addition, on the day of scanning, a questionnaire was administered which asked each subject to estimate the average percentage of his/her waking hours spent with other people versus alone, and the percentage of his/her waking hours that he/she preferred to spend with other people versus alone (Holt et al., 2014) .
Study 1: quality control
Registration of each subject3s functional scans to the T1 scan, as well as slice coverage, was checked manually. As previously described (Holt et al., 2014) , a functional run was excluded if the total absolute head motion was greater than 2 mm, or if the response rate during the attentional task was less than 40%. For the resting-state scans, we planned to exclude any run with an SNR less than 125 or absolute head motion greater than 2 mm. All subjects3 resting-state data met these criteria (i.e., no runs were excluded).
Study 1: correlations
The primary goal of this study was to determine whether abnormalities in personal space characteristics in schizophrenia are linked to altered parietal-frontal function. Accordingly, we tested the following hypothesis: Enlargement of personal space in schizophrenia predicts functioning (activation or connectivity) of the DIPS-PMv network. In addition, based on prior work (Nechamkin et al., 2003; Park et al., 2009) , we also tested for associations between levels of negative symptoms in the schizophrenic patients and 1) personal space size and 2) functioning of the DIPS-PMv network.
Thus, we calculated correlations between DIPS and PMv responses to looming faces (BOLD responses for the Approaching vs. Withdrawing Faces contrast, extracted from DIPS and PMv (defined in each individual using the FreeSurfer-generated anatomical delineations)) and these behavioral measures, using Spearman3s rho.
For correlations between DIPS-PMv resting-state functional connectivity versus personal space size or negative symptoms, we conducted separate voxel-wise, multiple regression analyses using each behavioral measure as an effect of interest, using the DIPS ROI as the seed (Holt et al., 2014) . These regression analyses were restricted to the regions showing positive connectivity (p b .05, 20 voxel size threshold) to the DIPS seed. For these analyses, we defined as significant those correlations that met the cluster-level FWE whole-brain correction, p b .05. In addition, we also reported clusters within PMv that met a lower level of significance (p b .01 uncorrected, cluster size ≥100 voxels).
Additional correlations, such as with potential confounds (antipsychotic medication dose, duration of illness), positive symptom severity or sociability levels, were conducted on an exploratory basis.
Lastly, effect sizes (Cohen3s d) are reported for any significant correlations and t-tests, in order to provide an estimation of the effect3s strength.
Study 2: participants and MRI data acquisition
19 patients with DSM-IV-diagnosed schizophrenia and 16 healthy control subjects were enrolled in this study, using the same recruitment and assessment approaches described above. Only two subjects (one control and one patient) participated in both Study 1 and 2. As in Study 1, the schizophrenia and control groups were matched with respect to age, gender, and parental education and socioeconomic status (see Table 1B ). Also as above, all data were acquired on a Siemens Tim Trio 3 T scanner (with BOLD data resolution of 3 mm isotropic voxels).
Study 2: stimuli
In this experiment, subjects viewed two sets of stimuli (i.e., two different stimulus contrasts). One was designed to measure activity of the fusiform face area (FFA), a well-characterized face-selective area in the ventral visual stream (Kanwisher et al., 1997) . The second stimulus contrast was designed to measure activity of the human middle temporal area (MT+, which likely includes V5), which is a distinctive motion-selective area in the dorsal visual stream (Tootell et al., 1995b; Watson et al., 1993; Zeki et al., 1991) . Each experimental paradigm was presented over six 224-s runs. The FFA paradigm included alternating 16-s blocks of photographs of faces or places (rooms or other interior spaces), with 5 blocks of each type (Rajimehr et al., 2009) . Each individual photograph (16 per block) was presented for 1 s. For the MT+ paradigm, subjects viewed alternating 16-s blocks of moving and stationary concentric circles (Tootell et al., 1995a) . The moving and stationary circles were presented at 5 different contrast levels (1, 3, 10, 30, 100%), at a fixed, ascending order (moving 1%, stationary 1%, moving 3%, stationary 3%, moving 10%, stationary 10%, moving 30%, stationary 30%, moving 100% and stationary 100%) within each run, with 10 blocks per run. All runs of the experiment began and ended with a 32-s-long block during which a fixation cross was presented.
Study 2: attentional task
Each stimulus of both paradigms included a fixation in the center of the screen that changed color (red to green) for 400 ms, every 5-10 s, 25-27 times during each run. The subjects were asked to press a button when they saw the fixation cross change color.
Study 2: fMRI data analyses
Cortical maps were constructed for each subject using FreeSurfer. Activation levels were measured for each subject in two functionallydefined regions-of-interest (ROIs), FFA and MT+. Area MT+ has been previously defined as an oval shaped region of~120 mm 2 (Tootell et al., 1995b) . In order to compare the responses of these two regions directly, we measured activation levels within these ROIs while keeping the size of the ROIs relatively constant. Thus the ROIs for FFA and MT+ were constructed by manually drawing the boundary of the activation in each individual subject that was centered around the vertex with maximal activation, with an area~120 mm 2 (±5%; areas ranged from 114-126 mm 2 ), in the fusiform gyrus and middle temporal gyrus using the relevant contrast (Faces N Places (FFA) and Moving N Stationary (MT+)). The threshold was varied across subjects in order to maintain a fixed ROI size. For inclusion in the primary analysis, the surface area of each ROI had to meet a minimum threshold of 114 mm 2 , at a significance level of p b .05.
Results
Study 1: behavior
Consistent with prior work, the size of personal space was significantly larger in the schizophrenic patients compared to the controls (t(27) = 3.9, p = .0006, d = 1.50; Fig. 2A ). Moreover, personal space size was significantly correlated with levels of negative (r = .53, p = .04, d = 1.25) (Fig. 2B ), but not positive (r = .14, p = .62) symptoms in these patients.
There were no differences between the two groups in personal space permeability (t(27) = .6, p = .56) or in in self-reported percentages of time actually spent or preferred in the company of others (ts b 1.7; ps N .11).
With respect to behavioral responses during fMRI data collection, there were no significant differences in response rates between approaching vs. withdrawing stimuli (overall, as well as within the face or car conditions) or between the face vs. car stimuli (all ps N .26), and there were no significant between-group differences (all ps N .22) (Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
Study 1: task-elicited fMRI responses
Both the controls and schizophrenic patients showed DIPS and PMv responses to approaching vs. withdrawing faces (see Table 2 for the coordinates of the DIPS and PMv clusters and of other significant loci for this contrast, which were found in the frontal and somatosensory cortices in controls and the frontal and occipitotemporal cortices in the schizophrenic patients). A direct between-group comparison revealed that the schizophrenic patients showed significantly greater activation in the left DIPS (Fig. 3A) , as well as in the left lateral frontal cortex and right middle temporal gyrus, than the controls. There were no areas that showed greater activation in the controls compared to the patients.
Consistent with our previous findings (Holt et al., 2014) , neither group showed approach-biased responses to car stimuli in DIPS or PMv. In other cortical regions, withdrawal-biased responses to the car stimuli were seen in both groups (Table 3) , with significant between-group differences in the right lateral orbitofrontal and middle temporal cortices (Control N Schizophrenia for the contrast: Car Withdrawal N Approach).
Correlational analyses revealed that in the schizophrenia group, but not in the controls, personal space size correlated with activation of the left (r = .62, p = .013, d = 1.58) and right (r = .56, p = .03, d = 1.35) DIPS to Approaching vs. Withdrawing Faces (Fig. 3B ).
Study 1: resting-state fMRI
We then measured the functional connectivity of the portion of DIPS showing abnormally elevated responses in the schizophrenic patients, in order to determine whether this region showed abnormal functional coupling with PMv or other areas of the brain in the schizophrenia group. Both the controls and patients showed significant functional connectivity between this DIPS seed and a portion of the lateral frontal cortex in or near the anatomically-defined PMv region-of-interest ( Supplementary Fig. 2) . A between-group comparison revealed that at a whole-brain-corrected level of significance, there was significantly lower connectivity between DIPS and the left fusiform gyrus in the schizophrenic patients compared to the controls (Talairach coordinates of peak [x, y, z] = −38, −49, −6, z = 4.24, p b .0001, 3975 voxels).
Whole-brain regression analyses revealed that levels of negative symptoms in the schizophrenic patients were negatively correlated Fig. 2 . Personal space. The bar plots in A show the mean size of personal space in centimeters for the 14 controls (CON, in black) and 15 schizophrenic patients (SCZ, in gray; * p = .0006).
The scatter plot in B shows the significant correlation (r = .53, p = .04, d = 1.25) between personal space size and negative symptom levels (measured using the PANSS, the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale) in the schizophrenia group. In addition, exploratory analyses revealed that in controls, but not in patients, the size of personal space was negatively correlated with the amount of time preferred with others (r = − .54, p b .05, d = 1.28). CON, controls; SCZ, schizophrenic patients; cm, centimeters with the strength of functional connectivity between DIPS and lowerlevel visual areas (BA 19/39) at a whole-brain-corrected level of significance (Talairach coordinates of peak [x, y, z] = 46, −82, 21, z = 3.87, p b .0001, 3235 voxels).
In addition, at a lower significance threshold, personal space size was negatively correlated with DIPS-PMv connectivity both in the controls, as shown previously (Holt et al., 2014 ) (34, -5, 26, z = 3.53, p = .0004, 635 voxels; 50, 3, 15, z = 3.19, p = .001, 330 voxels), and in the schizophrenic patients (-38, 13 , 20, z = 3.47, p = .0005, 144 voxels; Supplementary Fig. 3 ). In the schizophrenia group, there was also a negative correlation between levels of negative symptoms and DIPS-PMv connectivity (40, 1, 28, z = 3.83, p = .0001, 221 voxels).
Study 1: potential confounds
None of the abnormalities observed in the schizophrenic patients were found to be correlated with antipsychotic medication dose or duration of illness.
Study 2: characteristics of FFA and MT+
One possible interpretation of the findings of Study 1 is that inputs to DIPS from lower-level motion and/or face processing regions could be disrupted in the schizophrenic patients, secondarily resulting in abnormal DIPS responses to moving face stimuli. To examine this possibility, we measured the function of two key brain regions involved in face and motion processing, the fusiform face area (FFA) (Kanwisher et al., 1997) and the middle temporal area (MT+) (Tootell et al., 1995b) , respectively, in a second study. To ensure that our findings were not due to heterogeneity among the subjects in FFA or MT+ function (e.g., the presence of a subpopulation of patients showing poor FFA or MT+ function that fails to result in significant between-group differences), we used an individual regions-of-interest approach, in which we defined FFA and MT+ and measured FFA and MT+ responses in each subject.
Using a consistent size criterion (see the Materials and methods section), we found that MT+ was not detectable in the right hemisphere of one control subject, in the left hemisphere of one schizophrenic patient, and in both hemispheres of another schizophrenic patient. Also, FFA was not present in the left hemisphere of one control subject, and in both hemispheres of one schizophrenic patient. There were no significant differences between the two groups in the number of subjects with detectable FFA or MT+ (all ps N .49, Chi Square Test). Also, as expected (given the analysis approach), the mean areas for the FFA and MT+ ROIs, and the mean thresholds at which the ROIs were defined, did not differ between the two groups.
Study 2: face-selective activation of FFA
We found no differences between the two groups in FFA activation magnitudes (t(31) = 1.42; p = .17) (Fig. 4A) .
Study 2: contrast-dependent responses of MT+
There was no difference between the two groups in MT+ activation overall, or at any contrast level (i.e., no significant effect of group (F(1,31) = .77; p = .39) or interaction of group by contrast level (F(4) = .47; p = .76) ( Fig. 4B, C) ).
Study 2: additional analyses
In addition, we found no significant between-group differences when FFA and MT+ were functionally defined on a group basis using group-averaged maps (i.e., two ROIs (left and right) per region per group) and all subjects were included (16 controls and 19 schizophrenic patients). Lastly, there were no significant differences between the two The location (based on the FreeSurfer parcellation), size, and significance level (z score and p-value of the peak vertex) of clusters of activation (meeting the whole-brain-corrected level of significance) for the approaching vs. withdrawing faces contrast for the controls (A), schizophrenic patients (B) and for the comparison between the two groups (C) are listed. The asterisks indicate clusters in the ventral premotor area (PMv) that met a significance level of p = .01 uncorrected, cluster size = 10 mm 2 . BA, Brodmann Area; Tal, Talairach coordinates; L, left; R, right; DIPS, dorsal intraparietal sulcus and PMv, ventral premotor area. The location (based on the FreeSurfer parcellation), size, and significance level (z score and p-value of the peak vertex) of clusters of activation (meeting a whole-brain-corrected level of significance) for the approaching vs. withdrawing cars contrast for the controls (A), schizophrenic patients (B) and for the comparison between the two groups (C) are listed. BA, Brodmann Area; Tal, Talairach coordinates; L, left; R, right; DIPS, dorsal intraparietal sulcus; PMv, ventral premotor area. Fig. 3 . DIPS responses to approaching vs. withdrawing faces. Posterior views of cortical surface maps of average activation to approaching vs. withdrawing faces for the control subjects (CON, n = 14), schizophrenic patients (SCZ, n = 15) are shown in A. The outlines of the anatomically-defined DIPS region of the cortical surface template is shown in green and labeled. The location of the peak between-group difference in DIPS (SCZ N CON) is indicated with white arrows. Scatter plots of the significant correlations between personal space size and the left and right DIPS responses to approaching vs. withdrawing faces are shown in B (left DIPS: r = .62, p = .013; right DIPS: r = .56, p = .03). After removing one relative outlier evident in these plots who had very high DIPS responses, the correlations remain significant or near significant (left DIPS: r = .54, p = .046; right DIPS: r = .53, p = .051). CON, controls; SCZ, schizophrenic patients; DIPS, dorsal intraparietal sulcus; R, right; A, approaching faces and W, withdrawing faces.
groups in activation of FFA or MT+ when these group-averaged maps were directly compared, even when the threshold was lowered to p b .05.
Discussion
Summary of the main findings
Consistent with prior findings, we found that the size of personal space was, on average, larger in patients with schizophrenia, as compared to demographically-matched healthy subjects. Moreover, personal space enlargement in the schizophrenic patients predicted both negative symptom severity and elevated responses of a dorsal parietal cortical region known to be involved in monitoring the space surrounding the body. In a second cohort, the function of two key lower-level visual processing areas, FFA and MT+, were found to be intact in schizophrenic patients, consistent with previous reports (Green et al., 2009; Tregellas et al., 2004; Wynn et al., 2008; Yoon et al., 2006) , suggesting that basic perceptual inputs subserving social spacing are not grossly impaired in schizophrenia. Taken together, these findings suggest that schizophrenia may be associated with an abnormality in the integration of sensory inputs required for monitoring the environment surrounding the body, with detrimental consequences for social behavior during interactions with others.
Enlarged personal space in schizophrenia and negative symptoms
Our findings replicate and extend the findings of six prior studies of social spacing in schizophrenia. Remarkably, these prior investigations and ours found roughly similar results, despite the wide range of methods used to measure personal space across these studies, which included indirect paper-and-pencil, projective measures (Duke and Mullens, 1973; Nechamkin et al., 2003) , "virtual distance" preferred from a "virtual person" (Park et al., 2009) , physical distance preferred from life-sized photographs of people with emotional facial expressions (Srivastava and Mandal, 1990) , as well as the physical distance preferred from other people (the approach used here) (Deus and Jokic-Begic, 2006; Horowitz et al., 1964) . Also, two of these prior studies found evidence that negative symptoms are linked to abnormalities in social spacing in schizophrenia (Nechamkin et al., 2003; Park et al., 2009) , consistent with the correlation we observed between personal space size and negative symptom severity.
Recent evidence for a similar expansion of personal space in patients with autism (Gessaroli et al., 2013) , a disorder characterized by deficits in basic social functioning, may provide clues about the mechanisms underlying these behavioral changes. This finding and the association reported here between personal space enlargement and negative symptoms suggest that abnormalities in social spacing may occur in the context of more global abnormalities in day-to-day social behavior. Also, the negative correlation we observed between the size of personal space and the amount of time preferred with others in healthy subjects further supports the possibility that personal space-related behaviors may broadly index an aspect of social skill or motivation that varies dimensionally across both healthy and patient populations.
Similarly, the results of our functional connectivity analyses support a dimensional model of the functioning of this network. Although we found no significant differences between the schizophrenia and control groups in the average connectivity strength of the DIPS-PMv pathway, a larger personal space size in both groups and greater severity of negative symptoms in the schizophrenic patients predicted weaker DIPS-PMv connectivity.
It is possible that discomfort with the physical proximity of others represents a consequence of another type of impairment (e.g., a deficit in a domain of social perception, such as facial affect recognition or mentalizing). If such a deficit were present, increasing personal distance could serve to reduce overall processing loads or arousal levels during social interactions, and provide more time for perceptual processing. Fig. 4 . FFA and MT+ responses. Bar plots of the average responses in the schizophrenic patients (SCZ) and controls (CON) subjects to faces and places (A) and to moving and stationary (i.e., "still") circles (B) are shown. In C, responses of MT+ to moving vs. stationary circles at different contrast levels reveal that MT+ showed a similar degree of sensitivity to low contrast stimuli (a characteristic feature of MT+) in both groups. FFA, fusiform face area; MT+, middle temporal area; CON, control group and SCZ, schizophrenia group.
Alternatively, a fundamental abnormality in processing information within personal space may be present in some individuals.
Hyper-responsivity of the parietal cortex in schizophrenia
In this study, the size of personal space also predicted the magnitude of DIPS responses to "looming" face stimuli in the schizophrenic patients. This finding can be interpreted in several ways. First, the change in neural activity may result from the cognitive-behavioral abnormality. In other words, if DIPS neurons increase their firing when salient objects enter personal space, a larger personal space will, in turn, lead to a larger amount of DIPS activity. Alternatively, portions of the parietal cortex may function inefficiently in schizophrenia, leading to parietal cortex hyper-responsivity and a range of behavioral abnormalities, including aberrant social spacing behavior. Distinguishing between these two interpretations will require additional study. However, several pieces of existing evidence support the second, "bottom-up" model.
The parietal cortex plays a role in a variety of sensory integration and sensory-motor coordination processes (Teixeira et al., 2014) . Some of these processes may be affected in schizophrenia, including the guidance and initiation of action by sensory input, such as those supporting saccadic eye movements (Lee and Williams, 2000) , as well as processes involved in action imitation (Thakkar et al., 2014) and in distinguishing one3s body parts (the "bodily self") from those of others and from the external world (Gallese and Ferri, 2013; Parnas et al., 2005; Thakkar et al., 2011) . Several studies have reported findings of abnormal elevations in parietal cortex activity during such processes in schizophrenic patients. For example, one fMRI study found that the intraparietal sulcus showed greater activation bilaterally during a visual saccade task in medication-free schizophrenia patients compared to controls; this abnormality normalized following treatment with antipsychotic medication (Keedy et al., 2009) . Another recent study reported abnormally elevated responses in schizophrenic patients, compared to controls, in the left superior parietal cortex (Brodmann area (BA) 7), as well as of other portions of the parietal cortex and the premotor cortex, during a facial expression imitation task (Lee et al., 2014) . A third study showed that the right posterior parietal cortex (BA 7/40) was overactive during target anticipation during a working memory task in schizophrenic patients (Quintana et al., 2003a) . In addition to these findings in posterior or superior/dorsal parietal cortex, a number of studies have found that the metabolism, task-induced responses or functional connectivity of medial parietal cortex (i.e., the posterior cingulate gyrus and/or precuneus) is abnormally elevated in schizophrenic patients (Andreasen et al., 1997; Ebisch et al., 2014; Haznedar et al., 1997; Holt et al., 2011a; Holt et al., 2011b; Reske et al., 2009) . Overall, these reports suggest that the function of both the medial and dorsal parietal cortex may be altered in schizophrenia.
The pathophysiological process(es) underlying these findings are unknown. However, we speculate that since the parietal cortex is one of the last areas to become myelinated in the human brain, it may be particularly vulnerable to the pathological events associated with the onset of schizophrenia (which occurs typically during late adolescence or early adulthood). In light of the large literature documenting changes in brain areas outside of the parietal lobe in schizophrenia, it is unlikely that schizophrenia is associated with a localized "lesion" of the parietal cortex (or of any single region), but instead may result from changes in the coordinated functioning of distributed networks including parietal cortex. Our results specifically suggest that changes in parietal-frontal circuits that support the sensory-guided initiation of behavior, including those occurring in the space surrounding the body, may contribute to the social dysfunction seen in schizophrenia. Recent models proposing that negative symptoms are related to a deficit in the generation of effort in pursuit of rewards Strauss and Gold, 2012) are consistent with dysfunction of a network supplying sensory information to the frontal cortex for the purpose of generating actions.
Reduced connectivity between the intraparietal sulcus and fusiform gyrus in schizophrenia
In the second study described here, responses of two brain areas, the fusiform face area (FFA) and the middle temporal area (MT+), which each provide key input to the dorsal parietal cortex needed for processing dynamic social information (including images of faces moving towards the body), showed responses in schizophrenic patients that were comparable to controls. These negative results are consistent with the findings of many (Green et al., 2009; Wynn et al., 2008; Yoon et al., 2006) , although not all (Chen et al., 2008; Martinez et al., 2008; Quintana et al., 2003b) prior studies of these two regions in schizophrenia. However, in contrast to these regional activation findings, we observed a significant reduction in functional connectivity between the fusiform gyrus and the DIPS in schizophrenic patients compared to controls, suggesting that communication between these two regions may be disrupted in schizophrenia.
A deficit in sensory or sensory-motor integration?
The pattern of DIPS connectivity observed in healthy subjects, with its coupling to both dorsal and ventral visual stream regions (Holt et al., 2014) , suggests that it is involved in integrating inputs from spatial and object processing streams for the purpose of initiating motor responses to incoming stimuli. Abnormalities in this circuitry in schizophrenia may lead to impairments in the sensory-motor coupling required for the performance of basic social behaviors. We propose that this impaired coupling leads to changes in behavior during social interactions (including personal space abnormalities), which then may elicit negative feedback from others, which, over time, may result in a tendency to avoid social interactions (i.e., social withdrawal) (Green et al., 2012) . Given the evidence for activity-dependent plasticity of parietal-frontal circuits (Albert et al., 2009) and relationships between frontal network strengths and social activity levels (Bickart et al., 2012; Sallet et al., 2011) , social avoidance may further worsen any pre-existing structural or functional abnormalities of these pathways. However, the evidence for plasticity in these networks also raises the possibility that deficits within this system could be modified and potentially reversed via interventions designed to engage these regions.
Limitations
In these studies, parietal-frontal and lower-level visual functioning were not measured in the same group of subjects; thus, additional confirmation of the reported dissociation between the functioning of the near space-monitoring network and its lower-level inputs in schizophrenia is needed. Also, the sample sizes of these two studies were modest. However, fMRI paradigms that engage early-mid stage visual areas (such as the paradigms used here) typically produce robust activation in individual subjects; this aspect of our experimental design and the effect sizes of our findings (ds ≥ 1.25) suggest that our analyses were adequately powered.
Future directions
Because this system has a developmental trajectory (personal space size tends to stabilize in early adulthood (Hayduk, 1983) ), quantifying this trajectory in healthy subjects, as well as understanding whether it is altered in individuals who are at risk for neuropsychiatric illnesses, including schizophrenia, may shed light on the timing of the development of social impairments in these conditions. Also, this network could potentially serve as a quantifiable target of interventions that aim to treat the social impairments seen in a wide range of neuropsychiatric illnesses, including autism and social phobia as well as schizophrenia.
